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Cousteau kin to
• lecture at USM
Friday nighti
By Marc Rancourt
Staff Writer
Interested in ocean explora-
tion ?
Jean-Michel Cousteau, son
\- and aide of the famous ocean
explorer and environmentalist,
Jacques Cousteau. will make his
debut in the state of Maine.
Cousteau will be speaking at
the University of Southern
Maine at 7:30 p.m., Friday,
October 12 in the Portland
gymnasium.
Cousteau's speech is titled
"Rediscover the World."
USM's Department of Com-
munity Programs arranged for
Cousteau's lecture.
Joanne Spear. director of
community programs said, "the
goal of the lecture is to inspire
another's desire to protect the
environment."
Nancy Viehman, assistant
director of community pro--
grams. said the department's
staff is interested in environ-
mental and global issues and
sees Cousteau as a prime person
to inform people of these issues.
"We have been requesting
him for the past couple of years,"
said Viehman.
The Department of Commu-
nity Affairs has been arranging
lectures like Cousteau's for the
past two years.
When asked what the goal of
the lectures is, Viehman said,
"to provide an opportunity for
people to explore new ideas with
the people that they admire."
"It's best to hear it from the
mouth." said Viehman.
Cousteau will be speaking
about the importance of pre-
serving the environment and
argues especially for the life of
the ocean. He will also be
See COUSTEAU on page 6
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An unidentified University of Maine student takes a couple minutes to test frt111/ [10,
Ironically, his snug blanket closely resembles a popular UMaine student publication.
(Photo by Scott LeClair)
UMaine's (ED program offers courses for busy people
Bv Nicole Zando
Special to the Campus
The flexibility of evening course pro-
gramming and course selection appeals
to many people, international students,
non-traditional students, and the Greater
Bangor Community.
The Continuing Education Division is
charged with miming UMaine's evening
class curriculum programs which include
working with department chairs to set up
course offerings. In addition, the Con-
tinuing Education Department is respon-
sible for advising two major groups of
students, those studying fora Bachelor of
University Studies Degree and the non-
degree student population, according to
Dr. Robert White. Director of CED.
Inside
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Students in the Bachelor of University
Studies Program take classes on a part-
time basis during the evening or day in the
fall and spring semesters and summer
session.
Students in this program submit a plan
of study focusing on their own individual
needs and goals to an Ad v isory Committee
consisting of representatives from each
college at the University of Maine.
The Continuing Education Department
also offers associate degree programs,
other bachelor degree programs, and
graduate degree programs, White said.
The non-degree student population
consists of about 000 students, ap-
proximately 300 of whom are graduate
students. The majority of evening-class
students take only one course at a time,
News Briefs, page 2
Lotnies, page 10
)age 8
Sports, page 11
Points of View, page 16
Weather
while several take full loads.
Many of the non degree students a!-
ready possess degrees and want to take a
class in an area of interest, while other
students may be starting to continue their
post-secondary education, White said.
Other non-degree students applied to
the university late and take a course to-
wards their future degree requirements,
while waiting for acceptance. Also, many
students take non-degree courses to meet
prerequisites for graduate school. Another
growing group of non-degree participants
are international students with spouses in
masters degree programs.
Nearly 3,000 students enroll in con-
tinuing education programs each semes-
ter. Also, summer ses.tion remains a
popular program. The highest enrollment
Today: Ifinstl,i cloddy .
chance of showers,
highs in the 60's
Saturday: rain and driz--,
zte, highs in the 60's
Sundiry, rain and drizzle.
highs in the 60's.
Aummil
Sports
urday at Maine.
ever occurred in 1990 with a tetal of
6,770 students.
White said, "I think, as costs of higher
education escalate, those students who
are attending colleges and universities
outside of Maine but return home in the
summer will look to the University of
Maine as an opportunity to Continue their
education and transfer those credits back
ti.) their own college or university."
During the summer, the university of-
fered 15 different sessions of classes
ranging in duration from three to eight-
week sessions. May Term, a three-week
program which kicked off the summer
sessions in 1990, drew nearly 2.000 stu-
dents. Witte said that program' directors
for summer session do"market nationally
and advertise in student unions across the
United Stites."
The Space shuttle
Discovery tested the,
thrusters on the Ul-
ysses unit on Thurs-
day.
See story on pagel5
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2Oil prices still climb, but
public lessens gouging gripes
By Frank Baker
Associated Press Writer
It's been more than two months since
the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait sent oil prices
skyrocketing, but the cries of outrage
over the hikes, once a roar, are now a
whisper.
Shortly after the Aug. 2 invasion, a
vengeful pablic demanded jail and worse
for oil coMpany executives, service sta-
tion owners and heating oil dealers, ac-
cusing them of using the tense Middle
East situation to line !heir pockets with
oil-profit money.
However, as the crisis drags on, sen-
timent in northern New England has
turned from anger to acceptance.
Jonathan Osgood, director of the
Governor's Energy Office in New
Hampshire, said a hotline set up to receive
calls from people who suspect price
gouging has haadled about 200 complaints
since the invasion, But in the last week,
"about two people have called," he said.
"Calls dropped right after the first two
weeks of increases," Osgood said.
Vermont and Maine officials report
similar scenarios.
It's really calmed down," said John
Flumerfeld, Maine's director of energy
policy and planning. "I don't know if
people are just too stunned by the high
prices or if they've just gotten used to it."
"There's been a lot of grumbling, but
we haven't seen any really outrageous
evidence of price gouging," said ! oic
Jackson, a spokeswoman for the Ver-
mont Public Service Department. "In
some little towns with only one station
and no competit ion, the prices are higher
and there are some complaints, but
that's always the case."
In New Hampshire, the average price
of self-serve, unleaded gas rose in two
months from $1.07 to $1.41 per gallon.
Heating oil prices jumped from 35 cents
to $1.32 per gallon during the same
period.
In Vermont, gas prices increased
from $1.10 to $1.4 -Ind heating oil is
up from 85 cents '1.23. In Maine,
gas is up from S to S1.40 and
heating oil has Mc! d from 75 cents
to $1.30.
In the week following the invasion,
gas prices across the country jumped
10 cents or more. The most drastic
price increase in northern New England
was reported in Milford, N.H., where
an angry consumer said a station owtrr
increased his prices 44 cents a gallon in
one day, according to Osgood.
Since the week following the inva-
sion, the price increases have continued,
but at a much slower pace.
Attorneys general in the three states
arc looking into alleged price gouging
and antitrust violatioris, but no one has
been charged.
"The bottom line is price gouging is
not illegal," said Andrea Clark, coordi-
nator of Vermont's consumer Assis-
cat- OTT on palt,.. 5
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News in Brief
MOSCOW (AP) - The Soviet parliament
yesterday ratified two U.S. - Soviet treaties
from the 1970s that place tight limits on
underground nuclear weapons testing by
the superpowers.
The lawmakers voted 347-0, with nine
abstentions, to approve the treaties and to
appeal to world "parliaments and social
organizations" to seek a global ban on nu-
clear testing.
WASHINGTON (AP) - Two new polls
show President Bush's approval ratings
remain high even though they have dropped
to the lowest point of the year.
An ABC-Washington Post poll conducted
Friday through Sunday and released Mon-
day showed 65 percent approving the way
Bush is handling his job, down from 75
percent a month earlier and equal to the 65
percent recorded in July. That 65 percent
was the lawest approval rating since Bush
took office.
DURBAN, South Africa (AP) - A group
of blacks stole knives from a store and went
on a rampage yesterday, stabbing nine whites
on a busy street near the beachfront of ttis
Indian Ocean city, witnesses and officials
said.
Police said they had no motive for the
attack,' which seriously injured six of the
victims. Despite deep racial divisions and
widespread violence in South Africa, there
have been few cases of blacks randomly
attacking whites.
CAPE TOWN. South Africa (AP) -
Arican National Congress leader Nelson
Mandela returned to prison Wesdnesday -
But only as a visitor.
Mandela, returning to Pollsmoor and
Robben Island prisons for the first time
since his release in February, spoke to jailed
ANC members about government plans to
free political prisoners.
•
WASHINGTON (AP) - David H. souter,
a mild-mannered, well-read and previously
little-known judge from New Hampshire,
became history's 1105th Supreme Court
justice Wednesday after pledging to "do
equal right to the Poor Find to the rich."
In a bnef ceremony in the crowded
courtroom, Souter, 51, was administeied
the judicial oath of office by Chief Julstice
William H. Rehnquist and almost immedi-
ately got to worki hearing high court argu-
ments with his eight new colleagues.
WASHINGTON (AP) - The House re-
jected a proposal Thursday to abolish the
National Endowment for the Arts and headed
for a showdown vote on whether to scrap
anti-obscenity curbs on projects that receive
federal subsidies.
After three hours of emotional debate.
the House overwhelminglydefeated a move
by Rep. Philip M. Crane, R-I11., to eliminate
the $171 million federal arts agency.
After the 361-64 roll call vote against
Crane and his conservative allies, the House
took up a tough anti-obscenity measure
sponsored by Rep. Dana Rohrabachey, R -
Calif.
Supporters predicted eventual passage of
a bipartisan compromise bill that would do
away. with current restrictions on NEA
spending and instead penalize grant recip-
ients who are later convicted of violating
obscenity laws.
Thursday's floor debate, delayed by
wrangling over a budget resolution and ef-
forts to negotiate an NEA compromise,
capped months of controversy over public
financing of creative works regarded by
some as obscene or blasphemous.
BERLIN (AP) - Former spies for East
Germany have handed over information
about top-secret military projects in West
Germany, including the development of
the Tornado fighter jet, officials said
Thursday.
The new disclosures followed the ar-
rest Wednesday of eight alleged spies.
Even for a people accustomed to wiki
tales of Cold War espionage in their own
backyards, the new reports are causing
some extra head-shaking across the re-
cently united Germany.
The alleged Communist East German
spies include a 63-year-old woman, her
son and daughter-in-law. ,
The espionage activities stretch back
to the 1960s and the era of highest tensions
between East and West.
Chancellor Helmut Kohl'i government
had appealed to former East German spies
to come in from the cold, and it is spec-
ulated they could face lighter prison terms
for doing so.
Kohl, however, warned in an interview
that the legacy of the East German spy.
service must not "poison our nation's
atmosphere."
"We must in no way open up a witch-
hunt, but protect our capacity for recon-
ciliation," the Sueddeutsche Zeitung
newspaper quoted Kohl as saying.
Earlier this week, Germans learned
that the same top secret intelligence
summaries that reached Kohl's desk each
week wound up in Communist East
Germany's spy headquarters.
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) -
Success is sorely needed in shuttle Dis-
covery's mission with the disputed, ,nu-
clear-powered probe Ulysses, said NASA.
which encountered yet another problem
yesterday.
A 70-pound metal beam, measuring 8-
feet-11-inches long, was found inside
another shuttle's engine compartment,
where workers mistakenly had left it.
NASA workers heard the beam bang
around Atlantis' engine compartment as
the orbiter was being raised into a vertical
position inside the assembly building on
Wednesday, NASA spokesman Bruce
Buckingham said today.
They were unable to open the engine
compartment until yesterday, after the
solid rocket boosters and external tank
were attached to the orbiter.
Officials were assessing the damage,
and an investigative team was being
formed. It was not known whether the
accident would affect Atlantis' secret
military flight in early November,
Buckingham said.,
The mission is already four months
late because of Atlantis' hydrogen leaks.
Discovery was scheduled to blast off at
7:35 a.m. EDT Saturday to launch the
solar probe on a 1.86 billion-mile journey
spanning five years. The countdown
began Wednesday and proceeded without
mishap.
NASA test director Mike Leinbach
said yesterday two computer circuit cards
in Discovery's moble launcher need to
be replaced. a minor job.
"Other than that, it's very clean," he
said.
The space agency's inability to launch
a shuttle in nearly half a year because of
technical glitches heighens the need for a
successful mission, said Edward Smith.
0
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Everman unorthodox professor of English
By Jennifer Crotty
Staff Writer
In brown leather cowboy boots, jeans,
a denim shirt and a tie that can best be
described as multicolor. Welch Everman
looks more like a country music singer
than a college English professor.
He did have a brief high school music
career in his hometown of Bethlehem,
Pa.. though he played more jazz and rock
than country.
Everman said he came from an artistic
family, and that in the working class
neighborhood where he grew uv, music
was the most acceptable way of expressing
art.
When he attended Northwestern Uni-
versity in the early 1960's on a scholar-
ship, he said everyone was rich but him.
Fraternities and sororities were popular
at the time, but were essentially elated to
scholarship students, who could not af-
ford to join them.
"I remember thinking to myself, I can't
be richer than these people, but I can be
smarter. So I got smart mostly for re-
venge," Everman said.
He started to write in college, but he
had no plans to teach after he graduated in
1968. In fact, he had no real plans at all.
"I bummed around for 16 years, with a
,bunch of different jobs," he said.
With the encouragement of his friend,
wri,ter and professor Raymond Feder-
man, he got his Ph.D. and began teaching.
Everman is an assistant professor of
English at the University of Maine and
teaches creative writing. film and litera-
Welch Everman of the University of Maine English Department. (Photo by Scott E. LeClair)
ture courses.
In his short academic career, Everman
has developed a "stand-up comic theory
of teaching."
"Teaching should be entertaining. .1
don't see any point in students sitting out
there and me sitting behind the big desk
telling them what to think," he said.
Everman said he wants to get students
to think for themselves, so that when they
go out into the real world, their minds will
still be active.
At 40-something, Everman has be-
come a father for the first time. He and
his wife, Liz, adopted their son. Charlie,
from Honduras.
See EVERMAN on page 4
STI..,Zist. IN
BURGER—TORY?
Fired of burgers? Aspire to something higher. Get a
Subway sub. We'll pile your favorite meats on fresh
baked bread topped with free fixin's. When you're
stuck in a fast food rut, take a Subway out.
18 Mill Street
Orono
866-3550
Opening October 12th
Open Late- 7 days a week
Subway hours:
Sunday-Thursday 10:30 a.m.-Midnight
Friday&Saturday 10:30 a.m..-2:00 a.m.
"The Fresh Alternative"
**MINX
S
A
GAR EN
VARIETY.
4`.},s,ss. 41144
At Subway, you get a
real choice of salads.
Like Antipasto, Chef,
Seafood and Crab, Roast
Beef, Tuna, Turkey Breast,
Garden and Ham & Cheese.
They're all fresh, all tasty.
The Choice is up to you.
18 Mill
866-3550
4Bush OK's plan
By Steven Komarow
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Bush signed an emergency spending bill
yesterday restoring business as usual for
the federal government, and said he would
do "everything in my power" to see that
Congress follows up with a five-year
plan to cut the deficit by $500 billion.
Bush was asked about the possibility
of increasing taxes for America's
wealthiest taxpayers and said, "That's on
the table" if it was in combination with a
cut he has sought in the capital gains tax
rate.
At a news conference, he said any
deficit cutting plan must be "without
smoke and mirrors."
The president made his comments as
lawmakers, exhausted after a string of
late-Mght sessions, were returning to the
work of deciding precisely which
-4111011welipmensmar.
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at will keep government running
spending programs to cut and whose Li v
es to raise.
Under Monday's late-night agreement
between the White House and Congress,
that work must be completed by Oct. 19
or the government faces the risk ot yet
am "1- shutdown in services.
and members of Congress went
:heir work as federal workers
ed a collective sigh of relief that
there would be no furloughs. The gov-
ernment had faced the prospect of a
shutdown of non-essential services today
without an agreement.
The budget crisis worsened late last
week when the House rejected a bipartisan
it called for $134 billion in tax
and a wide array of military and
it spending cuts. Increases in
at-. I,. Ate fees were rolled back slightly
e mat i v e plan has been approved.
ocrats have complained the bud-
have been !intairly weightedc't'!
against the middle income taxpayers to
the benefit of wealthier Americans.
Bush's remarks indicated that the final
tax package is still in negotiation.
Raising income tax rates would be
contrary to Bush's oft-stated pledge
during the 1988 presidential campaign
not to raise taxes.
There were minimal disruptions in
services during the long Columbus Day
weekend. Tourist attractions such as the
V.. ton Monument and Smithsonian
at were shut for three days, but
1 brunt of a shutdown did not
occur.
"The action is in the Congress, but
we'll work with them" on filling in the
gaping blanks in the deficit-cutting
agreement, Bush said.
"I will do everything in my power to
encourage Congress as it struggles to
bring forth the most comprehensive and
significant deficit cutting plan ever."
I'd neviilllave believed that one Hal computer could make
such-an increditile difference in 1 Y 'a dem i c and workii lift'
1111111111111111
Miriam Stoll
BA History, Dartmouth College
M.B.A. Stanford Graduate School of Business
I became a Macintosh convert in business
school. "At our computer lab I'd always find
linesof people waiting to use the Macintosh com-
puters, while other computers just sat there.
So I had a choice: wait for a Macintosh, or come
hack at 6 a.m. to grab one before they'd all be taken.
"After business school, I took a job at a large bank
and used my Macintosh for producing everything
from spreadsheets to a coinpany newsletter.
"Today use Macintosh to help me run my
management consulting firm. When
I give a presentation, I can see in
people's faces that they're really im-
pressed. And that makes me
feel great.
"Sometimes I take Friday off, put
my Mcintosh and skis in the car,
and head for the mountains. I ski
days and work nights. It's perfect.
"You know, I can't say where
I'll be in five, ten, or fifteen years,
but I can say that my Macintosh
be there with me."
I-or further infnrrlotiprtvisItOte
Microcomputer Resource Cent
11 Shibles HSIi, SR 1 25 1 9
tit
Why do peopi,. (.)ve Macintosh?
Ask them.
n( .1f)Die. .1i
The president sounded a conciliatory
tone toward the Congress, a contrast to
his frustration over the weekend when he
vetoed an earlier bill that would have
permitted uninterrupted government
services.
Bush signed the emergency spending
legislation shortly after 7 a.m.
The House gave final congressional
approval to the emergency funding leg-
islation on a 362-3 vote at 1:45 a.m. The
Senate passed it on a voice vote. The
long-term deficit reduction plan was
passed Monday 250-164 by the House
and ratified by the Senate eary this
morning on 66-33 vote.
Senate Budget Committee Chairman
Jim Sasser, D-Tenn., said today that "our
task now is to enforce the budget reso-
lution that was passed." However, he
said on NBC's "Today" program, that
"it's going to be tough" to meet the Oct.
19 deadline.
Everson
continued from page 3
"Becoming a parent in your 40s is
scarier. If you have a kid in your 20s,
you're too dumb to know all the stuff that
can go wrong," he said.
The Evennans had decided to adopt
nearly three years ago, but they did not
specify where they wanted thl!child to
come from. When the call cathe that a
two-week-old boy was available, they
went to Honduras. Charlie was 11 months
old by the time they brought him home.
In the interim, the Eaertnans paid for
Charlie to be placed in foster care, to
avoid the state orphanages, and took
several trips to Honduras.
Because of rumors that Americans were
adopting Central American children and
selling them, many natural mothers re-
claimed their children.' The government
ordered all children in foster care to be
sent to state qaphanages.
Evemian said Charlie's foster mother
refused. and Liz made one last trip to
Honduras. She hid out in a hotel room
with the baby . until the government
stopped looking for them.
"It's embarrassing for a country to
have to give up its children. ft means it
can't take care of them," Everman said:
Everrnan has several books coming
out. including the first volume of .The
Harry and Sylvia Stories which will be
coming out at the end ot ::: year. The
second volume of Harry •d  Sylvia has
just been completed. To!.,-- ter, the two
volumes include about 30 .lories.
He isn't sure what helthe doing next.
"These stories obsessed me for years,
and now, that's it. I'm not working on
anything big now, :7ept of course
chasing Charlie are,. :ite house."
Everrnan smile' . '7opped his boots
on the desk.
"it's wortl-,
tiite letters
to the
4.141 pliS
t4i*,
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Greek ranks slide after ten
year period of growth
By Li. Hoeptner
(CPS) — After a decade of quick
growth, fraternity and sorority membet-
ship nationwide may be leveling off or
even declining, early fall statistics suggest
Greek members themselves blame the
trend on an overall decline in college
enrollments, on bad publicity, and on
stItict new policies limiting student
drinking and hazing.
-I'm told it (the number of students
rushing) was down all across the country,"
said Evelyne Bennett, of the Panhellenic
Association at the University of Texas,
where 200 fewer women participated in
rush this year than last.
Fraternities at the school also had a
slow rush. "[think we're right at the same
level, maybe a few less" members than in
fall, 1989, said Dan Medlin, head of UT's
Interfratemity Council.
At the University of Arizona, 220 fewer
men and 400 fewer women rushed this
fall.
Nancy Vanderpool, sorority adviser at
Oregon State University, said a cap the
OSU administration put on admissions to
the school kept fraternity and sorority
Oil
tance Program. "They can charge what
they want. What is illegal is antitrust _
when companies get together and decide
they're going to fix the price."
Terry Robertson, a senior assistant
attorney general who heads New liamp-
shire's Consumer Protection and Anti-
trust Bureau, said gouging in New
Hampshire can be a crime, but a number
of factors must be considered first, such
as how a particular station or dealer ar-
rives at a price.
Although her office has received a
number of complaints, Robertson said
"we haven't concluded there has been
any antitrust or price gouging violations,
but we are still reviewing information.
No evidence of criminal activity has
been uncovered in Maine, Flumerfeld
said.
On the national level. the Justice De-
partment last week subpoenaed records
of major U.S. oil companies to further its
investigatidn into allegations that the
companies "violated antitrust laws. To
numbers at the same level as last year.
The University of South Carolina's
rush also was hurt by lower student en-
rollment, reported Amy Brewer, sccre-
tary for USC's Panhellenic Association.
Reliable national statistics for 1990-91
won't be out for a while. The National
loterfraternity Council's (NIC) census
normally is released in the spring. Its
sorority counterpart, the National Pan-
hellenic Society (NPS), collects figures
only biannually.
Some of the numbers indicate mem-
bership started to fall off last year.
Fraternity membership grew 3.5 per-
cent from 1988-89 to the 1989-90 school
year, reports Jonathan Brant, the NIC's
executive director.
By contrast, annual increases earlier in
the decade ranged from 6 percent to 10
percent.
The NPS found sorority membership
grew by 800,000 people from 1977 to
1989.
For the moment, however, greek re-
cruiters on many campuses were disap-
pointed by the turnouts for fall rush, when
prospective members tour their houses,
See GREEK on page 14
continued from page 2
prove the violations, investigators have
to determine that producers, refiners or
marketers colluded to raise prices.
With winter approaching, energy ex-
perts in northern New England agree that
despite good supplies of gas and heating
oil, prices will continue to fluctuate as the
Middle East crisis continues.
"It's a tough thing to call," Jackson
said. "It's dependent on so many factors.
'This doesn't really seem to be about
supply. It seems to be about a lot of people
being real nervous about what will or
won't happen in the Middle East."
Added Flumerfeld: "Barring any un-
foreseen circumstances, like a refinery
accident or unusually cold weather, we're
in good shape. But that can change quick-
ly."
Experts agreed that war would send
prices through the roof. But how high is
anyone's guess.
"In August we felt that if bullets fly,
the price (or a barrelof crude oil) could hit
$40," Flumerfeld said. "We've already
had that. So who knows?"
THE BEST OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING
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Walcrosoose
Wiloostoc*loco'
 .10111•M
.E. MacMillan Co.
945-6955,
945-5260
149 Park Street
Orono, Maine
Fum. or Unfum.
*Heat*Water*Sewer incl.
Models Open I
M-F 12-4
lsiaine Cam usPClassified Advertisin g
'66 Mustang Coupe
Restored. 6 cylinder
automatic. Contact:
Rob in 113 Knox Hall
$5000 or 13/0
Trumpet
Oldes trumpet.
Excellent condition.
$250 or best offer
Call, 866-2053
Everiings only.
Olds Cutlass
Supreme
V-8 Very good
..)ndition. Mi
inc. $3500
or 13/0
862-5966
Typewriter
Smith-Corona
electric portable
typewriter. Phone
866-2530
Puppies
KC English Springer
Spaniel Pups. Liver/
white. Champion Lines.
Excellent bird dogs and
pets. Tel # 469-7490
11101111 IMF
1981 SAAB 900
RECENT INSPEC-
TION. RUNS GREAT
$1600 CALL 942-
6685 AFTER 5:00 I
P.M.
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Help Wanted
Huge Profits!
Cash in on today's
,oining mail order
business.
Free information
ESP. P.O. box 296
Dept E-1
Orono, Me 04473
Would you work
hard for a chance at
financial indepen-
dence? more intia
call 827-6838
Services
MONEY MAKING 
1
IDEAS
I !1:0=4,t.• ri)(pti tt-lk
11o•A.Skfld :.11 to
El Edds •
11t:Ig11s, Fast Holden
ME. A429
Apartments
Orono
ashburn Place Apts.
2BR Townhome w/
basement. Furn. or
Unfum. No pets I yr.
lease. 945-6955 or
945-5260
Chemical Engineer-
ing seniors would
like to congratulate
Mark R Carter in
winning "Myron of
the Week.'
Personals
To Maid:
McKernan is a
closet democrat.
To Joann:
'Cause I'm a blonde
yeh! yeh! yeh!
Love PE+LO
Get Personal!
Send your honey a
message in our
beautiful classifieds
section. Do it today!
3 Lines
Issues
Dollars!
Maine Campus
Classified Advertisements
Call 581-1273 today!
Help Wanted Help Wanted
Baby SIM Nimted
FREE
/rte spring Break trip
-,cash! Jamaica! Baha-
mas! Sell trips on your
T : 4 ;,.,d co
Best
fundraiser on
campus'
Looking for a frater-
•  nity, sorority or stu-
" dentorganization that •
would like to mato:
S500 - $1000 for a one if
• week on campus mar- *
keting project. Mlio
4 be organized and ,
• working. Call Jennitc, '
FAST
FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM
$1000 in just one week
Earn up to UM) for
your campus organi-
zation. Plus a chance
at $5000 more! This
program works! No
investment needed.
Call
1-800-932-0528
Ext. 50
(at, e. rep wanted
-1, and 'wring
i. trie
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Memorial Union
COMEDY
SERIES
WENDY LIEBMAN NICK )!PAOLA
CATCH THIS ACT!
Both have performed at The Boston Club in New York and
Catch a Rising Star and Stitches in Boston.
DiPaola is a former student of the University of Maine.
UNION SATURDAY, OCTOBER 13 9 PMBOARD DAMN YANKEE
ADMISSION 51.00 w/student I.D.
Soft drinks available. Cash bar with ID.
Sponsored by The Union Board,
The Division of Student Affairs, University of Maine
'These freshmen catch on quickly.
Those IBM PS/2's should get them
off to a fast start."
ir Afri CompuTERs,ff
(
,417:ki:
.?.* -ou going to do it?
The IBM Personal System/2 can get you up arid running last, too. It helps you
whip through term papers and reports, and make last-
minute revisions quickly and easily. You get more work done in
less time.
It comes preloaded with the software
you need. Turn it on and its ready to go.
With a point-and-dick IBM Mouse and
color graphics, its easy to learn and fun to
use.
And if that isn't enough, the special
student price makes it easy to afford, and you
can pay for it in installments with an IBM
P5/2 Loan for Learning*.
Let us show you how the l'Si2 can
help put you on the fast track.
Marc lrunan & Jay Henderson
(207) 581-2569
12 Shibles Hall
Microcomputer Resource Center,
a division of C1T at the University
of Mane
' MI, oft,' / • nAbit •Pr-gy tit s: •
PS/2 it!
35F1--Le. 30.
..r40,nts, tak-'1.;11, ..nd staff who POrtruk• 115. 4.2', through oarthiparnd :scalars ouhett CAdess ate
. - • • 18M my withdraw lht offei a. • - notice.
rSi? kJ Of thlentsdoeut guiltless
•••-'4 srawwww•Wwwwwwr.m.w...1,-
Town plans to tax tuition
(CPS ) In what would be the nation's
first tax on college tuition, the Evanston
City Council voted Sept. 10 to charge
students in the city a MK of $15 per term.
Students at Northwestern University,
Kendall College. Garett Evangelical
Theological Seminary and Seabury-
Western Theological Seminary would be
affected.
If the city succeeds in iinposing the
tax, however, students everywhere might
scorn be facing similar taxes.
"I think we probably will be seeing
more of it," said David Werking, head of
the University Communities Causcus. a
branch of the National League of Cities.
The problem, he explained, is that
college towns have to provide police, fir,
water and other expensive services to
local campuses, but that colleges, because
they are tax-exempt, don't contribute tax
money to the towns to help pay for them.
"We provide a lot of services to uni-
versities. but most don't give any taxes to
the community," Werking said.
"We need to find sources of revenue
for those increasing budgets."
The political opposition to such taxes,
however, it strong.
Evanston Mayor JOan Barr has vowed
to veto the measure, and Northwestern is
threatening to take the city to court.
The city council approved the measure
10-8, but needs a two-thirds majonty to
override a veto.
If it passes, the measure makes Evan-
ston the first community in the country to
impose a student tuition tax, according to
the American council on Education and
the National League of Cities.
Northwestern President Arnold WEber
argued students couldn't handle the extra
$60 per year in taxes because more than
half already need financial aid to pay the
$20,000 it takes to attend the school for a
year.
Weber called the tax "anti-education"
and "anti-business," and said it would
destroy the relationship between the city
and its educational institutions.
Northwestern officials say NU brings
about 500.0(X) visitors a year to the city.
pumps in millions of dollars to teh econ-
omy and adds many cultural advantages.
Rolde gaining ground on Cohen
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) - Democrat
Neil Rolde is gaining ground in the U.S.
Senate race against Republican incumbent
William S. Cohen, but Cohen still main-
tains a sizeable lead over his challenger.
according to a survey of Maine voters.
Cohen leads Rolde 69.9 percent to
28.3 percent. the Capitol Ness Service
survey shows. A poll by the Augusta-
based pews agency last month showed
Cohen ahead 69.1 percent to 19.9 percent.
"We have come from a long, long
way ,"said Rolde, a veteran sate legislator
from York, referring to last spring's CNS
survey in which Roblcie trailed by 60 per-
centage points.
Rolde added that he believes that his
campaign is gaining momenturn and that
his health-care reform theme is 'catching
on.
Cohen said he was not surprised by the
results.
"Anyone who can devote a million
dollars. or most of a million dollars to
television advertising Ls going to tno‘,:
some voters," he said.
The survey is based on telephone in•
tervieWs with 628 randomly selected
registered voters, using a computer-
generated random-digit dialing method
that assures sampling of all Mainers with
phones.
The margin of error is 4 percent in the
survey, which was conducted Sunday
through Tuesday.
According to the poll, Rolde took the
lead among respondents identifying
themselves as liberals, 50 percent to 38.1
percent. Cohen led among liberals in last
month's CNS survey, 55.3 percent to
35.3 percent.
Cohen continues to pull strong support
from conservative respondents, 70.1
percent to 20.8 percent. Among the largest
group of respondents, those identifying
themselves as moderate, cohen continues
to enjoy a large lead, 62.2 percent to 25.8
percent.
Cousteau
showing a film of his recent work. •
-After the lecture there will be an hour-
long reception aboard the ship the
Longfellow, where the public can meet
Cousteau.
Cousteau has spent most of his life
exploriag the ocean aboard the research
vessel Calypso. He is the founding di-
rector and executive vice-president of the
Cousteau Society. As an architect he has
designed artificial floating islands, marine
studies centets, and, most recently, thr
continued from page 1
Cousteau Ocean Center's worldwide
public attractions.
Cousteau 'stalk is sponsored by USM's
Department of Community Programs,
Tommy's Dive Shop, and the Maine
Audubon Society. The lecture is open to
the public for $10 in advanc,e or for $12
at the door. There is an additional $10
charge for those who wish to attend the
reception.
The Maine Campus
mts to t:::licourtce
to watch Ttiiin:Peaki.i
Saturday night.
4
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Rogerson reacted with "horror
By Peter Jackson
Associated Press Writer
BANGOR, Maine (AP) - A hunter
reacted with horror after he shot a woman
he had mistaken for a deer while hunting
behind her home, according to a tape
played Thursday at the man's trial on
manslaughter charges.
"When I got there, she was laying on
the ground and I lost it right there," the
hunter, Donald Rogerson, told a game
warden about one hour after he shot and
killed Karen Wood on Nov. 15, 1988.
"All I could think of was I just don't
want her to die," Rogerson said, his voice
trembling.
The tape of Rogerson's conversation
with the game warden was played in
Penobscot County Superior court as
Rogerson's trial on manslaughter charg-
es began.
Mrs. Wood's death touched off a de-
bate throughout Maine over the safety of
hitnting and Rogerson's trial has drawn
national publicity.
Rogerson, the manager of a super-
market produce market, said he had been
hunting in the woods behind Mrs. Wood's
home in suburban Hermon for some time
that day and didn't realize how close he
was to the house.
"I couldn't see the house at all," he
said. "At no time did lever see a person."
Rogerson said he had been following a
deer and had fired onee and missed.
Then he said he saw what he believed
were "two flags" - the white underside of
a deer's tail. He said he fired again.
Rogerson said on the tape he was
horrified when he found Mrs. Wood lying
t;le ltic( rdj,ed that he must
Crii,ie fears on
(CPS) - r'ear of campus crime, spurred
in pan by the August murders of five
collegians in Gainesville, Fla., has sparked
brisk sales of security devices to students
at some schools.
"College communities are becoming
increasingly aware of and concerned over
the many dangers that face students on a
day-to-day basis," says Sean Tallarico,
director ofsecurity and safety at Moravian
College in Pennsylvania.
As part of its new Operation Alert,
Moravian has started offering "screaming
flashinglights"- portable flashling/alarms
that sound a high-pitched siren when a
at shooting Karen Wood
have mistaken her white mittens for a
deer's tail.
He said he initially tried to carry Mrs.
Wood to her home, than laid her on the
ground. "I just laid down on the ground
next to her and kept her covered," Rog-
erson said on the tape.
Before the taped conversation was
played, the prosecution and defense at-
torneys offered conflicting assessments
about the abundance of deer in the area
where Rogerson shot Mrs. Wood, the 37-
year-old mother of twin year-old girls.
Jeffrey Hjelm, the assistant attorney
general prosecuting the case, told jurors
in his opening remarks that wardens who
examined the area where Wood was shot
found only one deer track. He said that
track was behind where Rogerson fired
the fatal shot.
"Otherwise, there was no sign of deer
tracks, no sign of the presence of deer,"
Hjelm said.
But defense attorney Lewis Vafiades
countered that two other hunters who had
been with Rogerson before the shooting
had spotted several deer in that area ear-
lier in the day.
"This whole area was full of signs of
deer," Vafiades said.
The prosecution contends that Roger-
son acted negligently or recklessly when
he killed Mrs. Wood, who was about 130
feet behind her house.
Rogerson has pleaded innocent to the
charge.
Vafiades said Rogerson had been fol-
lowing what he thought were deer, tracks
and fired his scope-equipped rifle when
he saw a buck running from right to left.
amp us boost security supplies sales
switch is pressed or when the carrying
strap is pulled from its socket - to fresh-
men on a trial basis. At the end ef the
semester, the students can either buy it or
return it.
Nearby Wilkes University started of-
fering the "Alvin Light," manufactured
by Fields Enterprises in Kingstown, Pa.,
last year. State University of Ne York-
Purchase, Syracuse University, St ary's
College in Maryland, and Cedak Crest
College, King's College and the Phila-
delphia College of Pharmacy and Science,
all three in Pennsylvania, are also tryng
out the Alarm Light said manufacturer
Maine Football Pontiac
Player of the Game is
spmsored by:
PONTIAC
;--
Call 581 BEAR For Tickets
BLACK BEAR l'00 FBA]
MAINE vs. Rh ode lslain
Saturday October 13t
1:00 at Alumni Field
IF YOU'RE THINKING
SCIENCE OR
ENGINEERING THINK
AIR FORCE ROTC.
College is wheie your edu-
cation in science or engineering
reaches new heights.
Air Force ROTC: can take that education
even higher- into satellite, laser or other
technologies that become the focus of your career
upon graduation. You may also qualify for two- through
four-year scholarships that help defray your college
costs and .provide you with $100 each academic month
tax-free.
If you're thinking technology, think Air Force
ROTC. Call cAPT WILLIAMS
207-581-1
amommilmosommitwoR""N.4.. mow. Ad+.41, AIVIN111011111111111WASMOIONNI—pr----'
IX C.
Leo rs ' Item
Matt Fields.
"I'm very happy with it," Tallarico
said. "It's a gcod safety thing for our
students to carry with them."
Similaryly, ZEI Corporation, a Miami-
based firm, is selling a portable security
alarm to students.
"It gives these students the protection
they need," maintains designer Lincoln
Zonn, who said University of Florida
(UF) students snatched up 1,000 of his
devices in one day. He's also sold quite
a few to students at Northeastern Uni-
versity in Boston, where a student was
murdered last year.
The murders of five students within
three days in Gainesville the last week of
August prompted widespread panic on
the UF campus. Many left for home just
as classes were starting. Some who stlyed
held large slumber parties for protection.
The student paper, the Independent Alli-
gator, suddenly got an influx of ads for
mace, tear gas and stun guns.
While police investigating the case say
they have several suspects, no one has yet
been charged.
RAPE AND SEXUAL ASSAULT
AWA ,iLINLSS AT:FA
OCTOBER 15-19, 1990
Monday: Oct.15
Keynote address: UNITED AGAINST RAPE by Lois Reckett,
former Executive Vice President, National Organization of
Women, and current chair of the NOW committee on
Pornography
1 30 Little Hall
12:00 noon
Keynote Address: UNITED AGAINST RAPE by Lois Reekett,
former Executive Vice President, National Organization of
Women, and current chair of the NOW committee on
Pomograp.hy
Bangor Campus Student Center Ballroom
2:00pm
"NOT A LOVE STORY": a film about pornography.
Members of the University Community will react to the film
arid discuss with the audience issues identified in the film,
101 Neville Hall
7:00pm
WATCH FOR MORE EVEINIS OF RAPE AND
SEXUAL ASSAULT AWARENESS WEEK IN
MOND s FOMON.
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Editorial
If you care to look closely and ask the right
people you'll find it has happened in many small
Maine towns. They will tell you of the guy who
went walking in the woods with the wrong clothes
on.
No, it wasn't an incendiary jacket or something
of that nature- not quite anyway. But he was it
walking target..
A heavy tan 'colored coat with white gloves. Is
that reason enough? Yes, he was stupid walking in
the Maine woods during hunting season wearing
colors that set any true hunter's heart beating.
Really, just a walkiiig target, honest.
Any Maine native will be happy to explain that
your rights to walk, run, or bike down a trail are
violated during hunting season. Especially if you
fail to wear the color of orange. Orange is the color
of life in Maine during the fall season.
Fine, easy rules to live by. Wear orange if you go
into the woods. Got it? No problem. Just stay out
of the woods.
Except, you can be shot in your backyard.
Karen Wood, a thirty-seven year mother of twin
year old girls was shot and killed by Donald
Rogerson on Nov. 15, 1988. Rogerson was hunt-
ing behind her home and mistook the woman for
a deer. He said he had been trailing a deer. Though,
after thorough searches by game wardens and
officials, tracks were found only from behind
where he shot. Otherwise no tracks were evident.
Rogerson claimed to have observed the white
underside of a deer 's tail and belly. What he fired
at was Karen Wood wearing white colored mittens.
Rogerson was charged with manslaughter,
however, charges were dropped before a Dec.
1988 Penobscot grand jury.
The case was recently reopened when it was
discovered that the nephew of Rogerson's defense
attorney Lewis Viafades served on the initial grandjury.
Nation wide publicity over the safety of hunting
is currently focused on the trial.
The time of year is upon us once again. No
longer is it safe to walk in the woods without
orange.
No longer is it safe to walk in your own yard.
40.
Whei writh, tt rs to
the editor pletf'se includ
name, address, and
phone number for
verification purposes.
Freudian nightmares
I don't know what Freud would
have to say, but I have recurring
unpleasant dreams. About once
a month, I'll hit the sack, perfectly
satisfied with my life, and one of
these doozies from the three basic
dream groups jumps on me.
Freddie Krueger they're not, but
suffice to say they're also not
from the Budweiser-esque Is-
land-Full-of-Women-and-Beer
genre either.
The first isn't really that bad. I
end up playing hockey for those
golden boys of Orono, the Black
Bears. I make my debut in front
of the Alfond crowd after the
first three players at my position
get knocked loopy by the oppo-
sition.
The first problem is. I'm a
goalie. The second problem is, I
can't skate any bettcr in my
dream than I can in real life.
Coming from a guy who during
his Childhood, actually fell to his
knees while skating and drove
the pointed heel-prong of his
way-cool figure skates right up
his butt, that isn't saying much.
Anyhow, in this dream I play
for about five minutes (with the
puck constantly in the other end),
until my defense lets me down
and the other team (erobably
UMaine-Presques Isle or some-
thing) shoots and scores on me
while I gawk at the crowd and try
to pick which Hockey Buffy I'll
go out with after the game.
Shawn Walsh quickly pulls me,
ignoring my explanation of the
bad hop the puck took. He opts
to go with a non-padded defen-
seman who won't fall down and
drive the skate up his butt. Before
I wake up. I come to some pro-
found realizations: I) The Al-
fondites hate me, even though
do wear the blue and white, just
because I can't :ikate backwards;
2) Shawn doesn't want me to
John Holyoke
come back and sit on the bench;
and 3)1'm not going to get a date
with the Buff), in section DD.
Doozie Dream Number Two
is a UMaine version of Somer-
set Maugharn's "Most Danger-
ous Game." In this one, I'm
chased around by Carl Smith ( in
real life a nice enough guy),
who, tor somc• unknown reason,
wants to kill me. Run as I may,
Carl gets closer (big surprise, I
know). And closer.
Finally, just before I awake,
my legs aren't even moving
anymore, which, when you're
being chased by a homicidal Carl
Smith, isn't good news. Thank-
fully, ve always woken up from
this one.
The third dream is the one that
bothers me the most. I've told
some friends about it, and they
seem to have had it as well. At
first I thought I was going nuts.
That hasn't changed all that
much, but at least I know I've
some company now.
In this one, I'm trying to put
my contact lenses in. No big
deal, I guess, except for the fact
that due to factors beyond my
control, such as apathy and la-
ziness, I often dolt 't take as good
care of the contacts as I should.
Therefore, as those of you in the
grubby-lensed misses realize,
putting them in can be a painful.
tear-jerking. experience from
hell.
In my dream, the once-clear,
smooth-surfaced eyepieces have
turned into opaque globs of
plastic I wouldn't put into my
dog's eyes. Nevertheless,
knowing that squinty, painful
sight is better than blindness, I
proceed to pry my reluctant
eyelids open and poke and prod
the contacts into place.
Not surprisingly, like a hostile
body rejecting a donor organ,
my eyes spit the contacts right
back at me. Pulling out a dusty
bottle of cleaning solution. I gnn
to work.
Scrub. Scrub. Scrub. Hnunm.
The contact seems to be a little
bigger. Hard to tell, though.
Don't have my contacts in. Scrub.
Scrub. Scrub. Ooops. Much
bigger. The half-inch lense has
doubled in size. Prod. Poke. It's
too floppy. Won't fit in my eye
any more. Scrub. Poke. Bigger.
Real big. Sitting in my palm, it
dmgles over the sides of my
hand. I'll make it fit. Dangle.
Flop. Poke. Prod. The jelly-fish
sized contact slaps against t6e
side of my face.
Again, there's never any real
resolution to this one. I wake up
with my fingers in my eyes,
wondering how I'm going to
dnve to my eye doctor to get new
contacts when my old ones look
like man 'o' wars.
Coming to my senses, I grab
my glasses and head downstairs
to read the paper.
John Holyoke is a senior jour.
nalism major who dabbles in
dream warfare.
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Just saying no is right?
To The Editor:,
was watching television Sat-
urday evening, and saw some-
thing fascinating. A series of
five ads -- for Maxwell House,
Nuprin, Parniann, Bud Dry, and
a public service spot which
quipped "just say noo drugs."
And it wasn't just that four
drug ads preceeded an anti-drug
spot. It was the way the drugs
were sold. The coffee drinker
was a grouch until he got his fix.
A man suffering from debilitat-
ing head pain was cured by
"Telling Nuprin where it hurts."
A woman in the throes of men-
strual pain was made "'ready to
cope" with the rigors of the
business world by using their
stuff. The beer drinkers figured
"if true love isn't the answer,
true refreshment must be." Then
there comes the "just say no''
man to tell me -if someone tries
to tell you that drugs will make
you feel better, don't you believe
them.
I told a friend what I had seen,
and after laughing he showed
me an article he had clipped from
the Boston Herald. It stated that
between leaving the C.I.A. and
becoming vice president, George
Bush was made a board member
of the Eli Lily Corp., (a major
pharmaceutical manufacturer)
and that while there he had lob-
bied illegally to keep drugs, made
by Eli Lily and illegal in the
U.S.. on the market in third world
countries. Not only was George
Bush pushing illegal drugs on
poor people, but he was appoint. 
Firsthockey practice
of season a success
To The Editor.
On behalf playet
and everyone assis. iared with
our program. I just want
extend our appreciation for a
fabulous evening during our
first practice la:sr Sunday night,'
Monday morn )ur even
has grown each ,:rytycji;
and the "behind die scenes
work" of groups like Residen-
tial Life offices, Jeff Harris,
the Maine Pep Band, and ot
course all fraternities, sorori-
halisthatto( •
mg: rkSt
furi arid' great way to klat'Off
hhc t
ot I !it.
ot
I l.: to t
natiOnak.
Shawn Walsh
Head Hockey Coach
ed to the board by - get this - Dan
Quayle's father.
Well, it wasn't funny anymore.
I took my story to a second friend
who told me that, had I seen
John Stockwell (former C.I.A.
Agent) speak here in 1989, I
would have known not only what
the article said, but alsO that
George Bush knew of the
C.I.A.'s illegal funding of the
Contras by smuggling marijua
na and cocaine into the U.S. -- A
story that broke, and was
squelched, in 1987.
So let's set if I've got this
right. I should consume drugs
readily - except the :-,nes I'm told
not to by lying hypocrites - stop
the madness.
Kent Forbes
-
Question over legality
of vending business
conducted in Union
To The Editor:
I was just wondering why the
University allows illegal busi-
ness to be conducted in the
Union. I am referring to two
vendors set up in the main floor
during the week of 10-1. One
was selling tapes of various rock
bands' live performances that
carried only the label of the
manufacturer of the tape, obvi-
ously recorded without either the
performers' nor the record
companies' consent (read
"profit"). The other was selling
counterfeit Gucci and Rolex (no
sweep-second hand) watches. Is
someone getting paid off?'
Richard Zak
Orono
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Twenty dollar fee required for graduation
To The Editor
The other day I received some
rather interesting instructions
from John F. Collins, Jr. the
Registrar. The instructions came
in form letter to December 1990
prospective graduates. (Seen
below)
I figured several opinions as to
why a $20 fee is now required:
I. Paper has been hoarded by
Saddam Hussein and there is
now a shortage in Maine.
2. The initial cost of this "new
equipment and staffing" will be
deferred entirely in it's first use,
meaning subsequent graduates
,v ill get their diplomas for free.
3. The owner of the printing
company who printed the di-
plomas for "free" before, is up-
set that Dale Lick didn't take
him/her with him in the Univer-
- sity of Maine entourage to Ha-
waii. (By the way, that took
place last week, still in the after-
math of university budget cuts.
Congrats Walt Abbot, yuu did
the right thing.)
The opinions are bogus. The
reality is not. That di ploma does
not cost $20 to print. If the
money for commencement exi-
ercises and Materials was cUt
from the budget, just tell us. $20
compared to the $40,000-
$50.000 I've already spent to
graduate from here, isn't going
to kill me if the commencemeiu
budget really has been cut. But
if you're going to stick with that
rubbish you printed in the lettet,
send mine in March for no addi-
Editor's Note. The following
is a copy of the actual letter that
was sent to seniors graduating
in December of 1990. Officials
from the Registrar's Office could
not be reached to explain the
situation, however, clerks from
the office said the letter and the
madatory fee are standard pro-
cedure.
TO: DecemIter l99(i Pro-
spective Gradualtes
FROM: John 'F. Collins, Jr.,
Registrar
RE: Instructions for Applying
to Graduate
You may be eligible to gradu-
ate in December of 1990. How-
ever, a final requirements check,
done by your college, will not be
completed until the end of the
Fall Semester. Therefore, please
disregard this letter it you do not
plan to graduate in December.
To speed up the diploma pro-
cess and with the eventual goal of
having diplomas available fol-
lowing the commencement cere-
monies, new equipment is being
purchased to produce University
of Maine diplomas here on cam-
pus. The cost of new equipment
and staffing has resulted in a
$20.00 application for degree fee
that will help us pay these costs.
For those of you who plan to
graduate in December, please
return the enclosed card with a
$20.00 check or money order to
the Registrar's Offic, by No-
vember 1, 1990.
There will be a graduation cer-
emony set for December 22,
1990, at 10:30 a.m. in the Maine
Center for the Ans. A second-
ary ceremony set for 2:00 p.m.
on the same day may be neces-
sary, depending on how many
students indicate they will at-
tend the ceremony.
If you do plan to attend the
ceremony, you must return the
encldsed attendance form along
with application card and fee to
the Registrar's - office, by No-
vember 1, 1990.
We will be writing to those of
you who plan to attend the cere-
mony With more specific infor-
mation sometime in mid-No-
vember.
Thank you and best wishes for
sucess this semester.
John F. Collins, Jr
Registrar
it
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Newspaper
refuses rating
LOS ANGELES(AP) - The president of
the Motion Picture Association of
American says an Alabama newspaper
that rejected advertising for the first movie
released with the new NC-17 rating is
-iising in the Stone Age.
•
The Birmingham News, an afternoon
newspaper with a circulation of 180,000,
became the first newspaper in the country
to take such action.
The newspaper, which previously
banned ads for X-rated mOvies, said it
would, refuse ad copy for the Universal
Pictures release "Henry & June" and f r
all subsequent NC-17 Mits.
"I can't tell the publisher how to do his
business, but ...the reasonable, sane and
fair way to do things is to find out what the
picture is before you decide to ban its
(advertising)." said Jack Valenti, president
of the motion picture association.
"That's what The New York Times and
all intelligent newspapers are doing. If a
newspaper wants to live in the Stone Age,
I can't do anything about it," he said.
Universal spokesman Allan Sutton said
the Alabama newspaper was the first and
only newspaper to ban NC-17 ads.
The ban came on the eve of the movie's
Friday opening at Birmingham's Colon-
nade. part of the Columbus, Ga.-based
Carmike theater chain. Universal said it is
'heavily advertising the movie on radio.'
Featuring two lesbian sex scenes and a
shot of an erotic drawing, "Henry & June"
is based on the diaries of Anais Nin and
chronicles her affairs with writer Henry
Miller and his wife.
The association's new rating excludes
anyone under 18 and replaces the X- rating.
The X designation was long considered
box office poison by the studios because
of its association with hard-core sex and
the inability to place media ads.
In a Sunday editorial, the Birmingham
News said "smut was still smut" and the
NC-17 rating could lead to more violent
or erotic fare, "drawing audiences that
might have been turned off by the stigma
of an X rating."
The New York Times and the Los An-
geles Times didn't accept X-rated movie
ads but have decided to permit ads for
NC-17-rated films. -
Need to FAX
something
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Maine
Campus
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Critornp-ton key in UMaine soccer success
,Juy riimp(otis shown he-re, '
team, n4 the fourth ranked team Nevi
:ober of the l9),, men N Slk:t
iand (Photo by Scott Leclairi.
Black Bears attempt to
rebound agal t Ram
By Jeff Pinkham
Staff Writer
The sec'ond season starts Saturday.
At least that is how University of Maine
head football coach Kirk Ferentz and his
Black Bears arc going to play their re-
maining six games, after losing their first
five games of the year.
"We want to kick off our new season at
home, and make the last six games a new
season for us and give the seniors a chance
to go away strong," Ferentz said.
Senior captain Toni Rogers agreed with
Ferentz and said he wants the team to look
at the remaihing schedule as a new season.
"We are going to try and look at (the
remaining schedule) as a new season, and
hopefully we can finish on a strong note,"
tie said.
In playing Rhode Island, the Black Bears
will be facing the Yankee Conference's
top-rated offnse and second-ranked de-
fense.
The Rams i3-2 overall, 1-2 in the YC)
are averaging 456.8 yards of total offense,
220 yards on the ground and 237 yards
through the air, forming a very balanced
offensive attack.
"They are !eading in almost every Of-
fensive category, both individual and
team," Fventz said. "They are very im •
pressnicaad they dout beat Menisci s
Bhode Island head coach Bob Griffin
has been impressed with the play of his
offense and how the wealth has been
spread around.
"We have weapons at all the skill posi-
ticins. We think we are smaller than most
teams in the conference, but we have
some good football players," Griffin said.
"Teams can't just shut down our quarter-
back or our running backs or our receiv-
ers, which is a nice luxury."
Griffin added it has been the play of
. -
sailor quarterback Kevin Neville that has
led to the steady play of the offense.
Griffin- is 69 of 125 for 1,048 yards, with
sik touchdowns and four interceptions on
the season and has spread out his pro-
duction successfully.
'Is/eville has been a real steady force for
our team, and he is doing what we are
asking of him," he said.
Offensively for UMaine, Ferefl' • was
impressed with the play of tii' ' '‘-•e
line against the University ot
, said tail back Carl Smith is healthy and
should be a factor against the Rams.
"I was impre-ssed as I have been all year
veith the play of the offensive line, and
Carl ran the ball like capable of."
Smith, who has been a thorn in the side
See UMAINE on page 12
By Mary Hannigan
Special to the Campus
Gary Crompton doesn't score a lot of
goals or get a lot of print, but he is one of
the key players on the 1990 version of the
University of Maine soccer team.
Crompton, a junior psychology major
form North Eastern, Philadelphia, stands
6 feet 2 inches and weighs 195 pounds. He
enjoys playing soccer, and that is exactly
what he is doing for UMaine and head
soccer coach Jim Dyer.
A perfect example of Crompton's solid
play on the year came in the Massachusetts
Challenge Cup two weekends ago.
Crompton and the rest of the Black Bears
took everything in stride as they downed
Rider College 1-0 and Drexel University
2-1 to capture the Cup.
As teammates Todd Sniper. Peter Gar-
dula and Mike McGuire were named to
the All-Tournament team, Crompton was
being honored as the tournaments Most
Valuable Player.
"The whole team played well, anyone
deserved (the MVP)," Crompton said.
Dyer said in these games, Crompton
played exceptionally well. "(Crompton)
has an excellence of reading the games,"
he said."
In the Rider game. Crompton was in-
volved in the deciding goal when he at-
tacked the defense and was tripped in the
penalty area. This foul led to a penalty
kick which was converted by Rob
Thompson into the game-winning goal.
"He has an ability to play the entire
field," Dyer said. "He gets forward for us
and attacks for us as well as defends, and
that is what constitutes an excellent de-
tensive hack.'
Crompton continued his•good play in
the Challenge Cup against Drexel in
UMaine's 2-1 win. In addition to being
honored as MVP of the tournament.
Crompton was named•Player of the Week
by the North Atlantic Conference.
To go along with the honors he has been
awarded, Crompton has scored two goals
and an assist for a total of five points for -
the year.
In the midst of his third season as a
defensive back for the Black Bears, -
Crompton is "very happy with the pro-
gram here," and is planning to continue
his soccer career at UMaine until he
graduates.
After graduation, Crompton hopes to
find a coaching job at the college level to
help finance his education at the graduate -
level.
Crompton is enjoying his first season as
• a co-captain with the Black Bear soccer
team. "I would like for the team to win the
conference tournament and receive a bid
to play in the NCA.As.
He is also looking to see some of his
teammates reach some individual records.
"I would like to see Johnny Ma., sur-
pass the standing record oi most total
points before he graduates," Crompton
said. "I would also like to see goalie
Marshall White break the record for WM
shut outs in a season his senior year."
While Crompton has been with the
UMaine soccer program, he has accumu-
lated a well-rounded list of achievements
on the field as well as in the classroom.
As a starter in the defensive backfield
See CROMPTON on page 12
Clemens' ejection reaches
Conressioi :al session
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) - Roger Cle-
mens' ejection set up another bigger
dispute with umpires Thursday and even
sparked debate in Congress, where a
representative from Massachusetts called
Terry Cooney "looney."
One day after Clemens became the first
active player to be tossed from a playoff
game for arguing, the issue of an um-
pire's authority heated up even more.
"The attitude is what needs to be
changed. This situation is a great exam-
ple of how stupid it is to throw out a
player for what Clemens did," Philadel-
phia Phillies president Bill Giles said. "I
sure hope in the negotiations there's some
sort of wntten clause or understanding
that the players are what the fans come to
see, not the umpires."
Baseball already was prepared for a
major fight at the end of theseas on when
the umpires' contract expires. Union
president Richie Phillips agreed Thurs-
day that there are several issues to talk
about, including the possibility of add-
ing a fifth umpire to each crew, but said
authority is not one of them.
"That's certainly not a point that should
come up in the collective bargaining
agreement. Giles is so far off base when
he says something like that, it's absurd,"
Phillips said. "The umpires don't think
for one second that the fans come to see
umpires umpire. But when Giles talks
about putting something in writing, there
IS something in writing - the official
baseball rules. And those say a player
cannot be abusive to an umpire."
Clemens said he did not verbally assault
Cooney in game four of the AL playoffs,
'although anyone with any degree of lip-
reading proficiency might not agree.
In Washington, where Operation Desert
Shield and the recession are the major
topics, Mas_saehusetts Rep. SilvioConte
brought the Clemens controversy to the
House floor.
Cooney "ran against the written rule of
'let 'em play' when Roger Clemens said
'read my lips' from the mound," Conte
said.
The umpire acted, "without warning,
without the understanding Clemens was
caught up in the heat of battle," Conte
said. 'Terry 'Looney' Cooney - read my
lips!"
American League president Bobby
Brown, who was at the game, will re-
view tapes and read Cooney's report of
the incident before deciding whether
Clemens should be fined or suspended.
./4 41,410.*
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Editor's Not, to i,/ ,,itiction error, the 11Maine field hockey story that
ran in the 1,1Y„ :inesday, October 10 edition of The Maine Campus was
ncomplete.Thefollowing is the reinainder 1 the article. We regret the error.
On Saturday, the inexperienced Cal State-Chico failed to keep up with the
speed and quickness of the Black Beak-S. Through much of the contest,
UMaine had possession of the ball and clearly dominated the opposition.
UMaine goalie Deb McSweeney was not iliallenged as much . 'donday's
loss to the Friars. She was credited with only one save again :he Wildcats.
"We had experience over their young squad and it showed.- .;aid UMaine
Coach Jet: Waterhouse. "Keeping our sticks down in er,.!, areas comes
through with experience."
Early in the first half; forward Lesa Densmore put UMaine on the board with
a diving shot past C-SC goalie. In the SOcond half, forward Amy Corbett
scored as well as teammate DaWn Strout assisted by Heather Moon.
Waterhouse noted the:past weekend's gam' es against C-SC and Providence
College has. helped prepare the team for suture games.
"Their attitude is - they know they can beat that type of team (nationally
ranked Providence)," Waterhouse said. ' There's not much room for error
when you play a team like Providence,"
The Black Bears have seven regular season games left, and four of the games
are against teams nationally ranked, whilei three are conference games. All of
their rraining games are played on the road.
U Maine will play their first North Atlantic Conference game in over a
month against Boston University (ranked, 15th in the nation) this Friday. On
Saturday, Oct. 13, the Black Bears will-take on Duke University (ranked 19th
in the nation).
Crompton continued from page 11
his freshman year, Crompton was named
to the N AC all-academic team. In his
sophomore season, Crompton continued
to improve and was added to the All-
Maine team and the University of Con-
necticut Soccer Classic all-tourney team.
,"Gary has been a strong, conscious player
since day one with us," Dyer said.
SUBWAY'S
STUDENT SPECIAL.
Buy any footlong sub
and get your second
FREE*
-
Present Student ID- NO Limn--
offer good only at 621 Hammond SL
Exit 46 621 Hammond St. 'Bangor
990-1444 Open Late 7 Days
Offer Good Until Nov. 1, 1990
*Second footiong sub must be of equal or lesser price.
UMaine
continued from page 11
of the Rams, ran the ball 26 times for 245
yards in last year's 47-211 UMaine win.
"He seems to save his beit games against
us," Griffin said. "He is as a dangerous a
runner as there is in the league."
Defensively, the Black Bears have had a
solid year and are ranked sixth in Division
I-AA in pass efficiency defense, led by
seniors Jamal Williamsbn and Claude
Pettaway, who both have lye interceptions
on the year.
"We have looked at th# films and have
been very impressed withAtiinf-',; defrncr
Pettaway and Williamson are hay ngreat
years and I was impressed with the play of
their linebacker, Mike Smith," Griffin
said.
For Rhode Island, senior c,
Kevin Smith has been a
the YC record for can:
with 22, and is tied with k
Williamson for the conferent
pick-offs with five.
"Kevin is our big-play
secondary. He is just an ow
fensive back.— Griffin said
FVC1111/4
Football: home, Saturday, Oct. 13 at 1
p.m. vs. the University of Rhode Island.
Ice Hockey: home (exhibition game),
Saturday, Oct. 13 at 7 p.m. vs. the Uni-
versity of Moncton.
Men's Soccer: home, Saturday, Oct. 13
at 10:30 a.m. vs. the University of Vermont
(ranked first in the New England Regional
poll): home, Tuesday, Oct. 16 vs. Bates
College.
Women's Soccer: home, Saturday, Oct.
13 at 3:30 vs. the University of Connect-
icut; home, Monday, October 15 at 3:30
p.m. vs. New Hampshire College.
Field Hockey: at Boston, Mass., Friday,
Oct. 12 at 7 p.m. vs. Boston University
(ranked 13th in the nation): at BU, Oct. 13
at 6 p.m. vs. Duke University (ranked
back
!'roke
:ions
and
d in
, the
de-
:
20th in the nati(Mn).
Men's 'CMSS Country: Easter'
pionship at New Britain, Conn. S -
Oct. 13.
Women's Cross Country: Holy Cross
Invitational, at Boston. Mass. Saturday,
Oct. 13.
Men's Tennis: at Boston, Mass. Friday,
Oct. 12 vs. Northeastern University; at
Boston, Mass. Saturday, Oct. 13 vs.
Hartford University.
Women's Tennis: North Atlantic Con-
ference Tournament at Burlington, Vt.,
Oct. 13 and 14.
Golf: Eastern Collegiate Athletic Con-
ference at Shawnee, Penn., Oct. 13 and
14.
40 AFTER
HOURS
BARB SCHLOi:i
Singer-Songwriter
"Strong yet delicate voice."
"vVonderous Vocals."
Barb Schloff has opened for Suzanne Vega, Richie Havens,
and Michelle Shocked
FRI)AY, OCTOBER 12 8 PM
UNION DAMN VAM.,,
BOARD
Free Adrnissior1:
soda & munchies available--cash bar with I.D.
Sponsored by The Union Board,
The Division of Student Affairs, UniverOity of Maine
V • alitsz.-1,-.1*.
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Book says college athletics
do little for their schools
(CPS) - Big-time college spoils do little
to educate students and actually siphon
money away from academics, says a
damning new book by an Indiana Uni-
versity professor.
In "Sports Inc., The Athletic Department
vs. the University." author Murray :Sper-
ber issues a long litany of charges against
college sports. Among them are"
The big revenue-producing sports -
football and men's basketball - do not
earn enough to support the other athletic
programs.
Most athletic programs operate in the
red, and steal money from classroom and
other student activities.
It's almost impossible for athletes,
sometimes practicing and playi ng 40 hours
a week, to find time to be students.
The powerful National Collegiate Ath-
letic Association (NCAA), in name a group
-that represents its member schools, in
practice protects and serves the coaches
and athletic directors who serve on its
committees.
Sperber's hook, which generally has
gotten favorable vritical notice while
drawing angry reaction from campus
sports officials, goes on to document how
athletic department employees often are
among the highest paid people on a
campus.
They are also overpaid. Sperber dem-
onstrates, in relation to the amount of
revenue they produce.
The average income for at least 150
NCAA Division I men's basketball
coaches and 100 Division I-A football
coaches tops $100,000. At the same time.
Sperber wrote, only 10-to-20 athletic
programs make a profit, and another 20 to
30 break even.
But schools. either unwilling or unable
to recognize that 'their sports programs
lose money for them, regularly spend
millions to expand their stadiums' seating
capacities and build lavish training facil-
ities, all in hopes of generating still more
revenue. Sperber writes.
Filling those seats requires a winning
team, which also coasts money and inspires
colleges to admit people who otherwise
might never qualify.
Athletes recruited to play at NCAA Di-
vision 1-A schools in 1988 were four
times more likely to be admitted as "ex-
ceptions" to normal campus admissions
standards than other students, a NCAA
study released Sept. 26 found.
"Money that could go to better-qualified
students ends up goirig to jocks," Sperber
told College Press Service.
Such statements, needless to say, have
infuriated campus sports officials.
"There isn't much on a college campus
that operates in the black, and I don't think
it should," retorted Donna Lopiano, as-
sistant athletic director at the University
of Texas-Austin.
A sports program is successful, she says,
"as long as it's serving the student-athlete
in the same way the university serves the
cellist, the dance major, the drama major
or anyone else with special talent...
Added Brad Rotheirmel,who in August
finished a 10-year stint as athletic director
at the University of Nevada at Las Vegas,
"the mission of inteacollegiate athletics is
to educate student i who happen to be
student-athletes."
At UNL V, whose powerhouse basketball
team members in the past have been ac-
cused of being academically disinterest
.ed, athletes are as successful in the class-
room as their less athletically gifted
classmates, Rotheranel maintained.
"I do think there'seducational exploita
tion, and a lot of broken promises," tic.
added.
Mountain Bike Sale
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t
Bike
Shop
call 866-3525
36A Main St.
Orono, Me 04473
Save up to
$100 on OT;
Bridgestone,
Ross
CHIP'S VIDEO & VARIFP'
99 PARK ST. ORONO 866, 44.1
Largest Selection Cold 6everages
of Videos in ToWnli Chips, Munchies, & More
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Prism Yebook
Senior Portraits
gn Up: Today at the
Intorination Booth in the Union
Sittings: 1912 Room
2nd Floor Memorial Union
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No Charge
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Call 581-1783
between 11 a.m.-3 p.m.
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te House announce_
By Jim Luther
AP Tax Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - The White
House said Thursday President Bush
would accept higher taxes on the wealthiest
Americans in a trade for a deep cut in
capital gains rates.
Bush's decision was disclosed after two
days of confusion over his position on
taxes, and came as Congress struggled to
cement a $500 billion deficit reduction
package of tax increases and spending
cuts.
Rep. William Archer, R-Texas, said that
under the plan. the top income tax rate
would be raised for about 500,000 of the
. _
linsh's stand on budget crisis
nation's wealthiest , oayers,
The rate would be lowered for about 4.5
million who earn slightly less, he said.
The tax on capital gains would be cut
for all who make profits on the sale of
stocks, real estate and other investments.
Bush's new tax policy faced an uncertain
reception in Congress, where many
Republicans philosophically oppose any
increase in tax rates, and some democrats
are reluctant cut the capital gains tax.
There was no immediate reaction from
Democratic leaders.
But within an hour of Bush's decision
being made public, the White House
sought to lower expectations for such a
deal - and suggest that the Democrats
would never go along.
Richard Darman. White House budget
director, said Republicans had proposed a
hike in tax rates for the wealthy during
budget negotiations last month, but said it
was rejected by the Democrats.
Under the .proposal, the marginal tax
rate on the wealthiest Americans would
be raised from 28 percent to 31 percent,
but only if Congress lowers the capital
gains rate to IS percent.
Capital gains - profits from the sale of
stocks, real estate and other assets - are
currently taxed at the same rate as other
income.
The White House statement said that
Bush had authorized his budget negotiators
to explore such an optiot4 more than a
month ago - even though today was the
first time it has surfaced publicly.
The statement saidihat, while Bush still
supported the plan, he was afraid that its
formal presentation at this time could
actually lead to Democratic action to raise
the top tax rates to 33 percent.
"I will not tolerate... raising rates to 33
percent." Bush Was quoted by Fitzwater
as saying. "I cannot accept that."
The statement said that the plan for a 31
percent top rate was originally opposed
not only by democrats but "also by some
of the same Republicans who now favor
it.
Greeks continued from page 5
and the fraternities and sororities decide
whom to invite to join.
Greek advocates cite a variety of rea-
sons
"We're turning some people off for a
good reason," maintained Brant of the
MC, based in Indianapolis. Brant, long a
campaigner against hazing and drinking,
speculated the anti-hazing regulations
adopted by many fraternities may be help-
ing to weed out troublemakers.
"Sororities are really working on (their
campus images), especially as far as haz-
ing and alcohol (go)," affirmed Becky
Mitchell of the National Panhellenic So-
ciety, also based in Indianapolis.
Their images have been sullied by a
seemingly constant series of fighting,
drinking, physical injury, sexual harass-
ment and racial incidents in recent years.
Greeks at Santa Clara, West Texas State,
Mankato State and Stanford universities.
and at the universities of Colorado and
Georgia and West Virginia College,
among others, have been officially pun-
ished for fraternity misbehaviors during
the past year.
In response, some campuses have tried
to crack down. Bucknell University's fac-
ulty voted to dismantle the greek system,*
and in May its Board of Trustees threat-
ened to implement the abolition.
Officials at Middlebury and Bowdoin
colleges and Wesleyan University have
ordered fraternities to go coed or be elim-
inated.
University of Oregon Prof. Myron
Rothbart added other students, too, are
viewing fraternities and sororities more
negatively.
In a study. Rothbart found that, of all
student groups, fraiemity and sorority
members' images suffered the largest and
most unfavorable change in other stu-
dents' eyes during their four years on
campus.
-The values they (students) admired as
freshmen were not the same after four
years," Rothbart said.
Some greek advocates blame this fall's
declines in rush participation on the me-
dia that report all the bad news.
Texas's Medlin, for one, said fraterni-
ties are fighting a resurgence of liberalism
at UT, apparently spread by the student
newspaper.
Yet most observers blame the declines
on simple population shifts.
"It's a matter of demographics." ob-
served Bennett of Texas's sorority sys-
tem.
Some 1.500 fewer freshmen entered the
University of Arizona this fall, meaning
there were fewer people to rush. noted
Dan Adams of OA 's lnterfraternity
Council
Greek systems at schools still enjoying
enrollment jumps, in fact, seemed to have
busy rushes this fall.
Thanks in part to a 5 percent increase in
the number of incoming freshmen at the
University of Northern Colorado (UNC).
rush participation increased by 200 per-
cent, reports Kevin Kostoff of UNC's
Interfratemity Council.
UNC'S Panhellenic adviser Rebecca
Hulben said sororities also had increased
numbers of women ;'ushing.
"In the past • we had a lot more tirst
generation college students."
Got an idea cot art event - only you lack the money to put it on?
Are you cui.-rcntJv planning a program and could use
some extra funding:
Would your organilation like to organize a big
amtit ° event?
WELL YOUR PRAYERS HAVE BEEN ANSIA-1 J0!!!
ANNOUNCING:THE COMPREHENSIVE FEE PROGRAM FUND
...which has been allocated monies to expand the number and scope of larger campus programs
available to the student body. These funds will be awarded to the Association of Graduate Students and
organizations recognized by Student Government. Student groups may use the funds for any activity,
such as program costs, set-up expenses, or promotional costs.
Applications are available at the following locations:
The Student Government Office
The Office of the Association of Graduate Students
The Office of Student Services - Third floor Memorial Union
The Student Activities Office
Student's Programming Office - Second floor Memorial Union
Application deadlines for consideration are:
1. 16th and 30th
Noverni 13th and 27th
December 11th
Also available is a Services Fund which has allocated funds to assist organizations in meeting 80% ofthe expenses associated with specific set-up costs, i.e., police coverage, fire marshals, and electricians.Service Fund applicatiOns are available through Bobby Ives-Students' Programming Office, Second FloorMemorial Union.
n YOU'VE GOT THE IDEA WE'VE GOT THE FUNDS
PICK UP YOUR APPLICATION TODAY!!!
The Comprehensive Fee Funding Committee
The Maine cto 12-14, 199(
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of speech bantered aouI at UMaine on Thursday
reedoms of thought
and ex  a by those in power
as sec( ....tar) to W.: cequirements of na
tional 
-ccunty," Howard Schonbergei.
professor of history said Thursday.
Schonberger, who specializes in diplo-
matic history, spoke during the fourth
Controversy lecture of the fall semester.
Also speaking at the luncheon series
was Elaine Albright, director of libraries,
and James Linehan, assnc late professor of
art.
The lecture, titled "The war against
freedom of thought in the U.S. today"
focused on the apparent covert and overt
acts of censorship prevalent in the United
States toda)t
Especially criticized was what Schon-
berger described as a "radical escalation
of threats against freedom of thought and
expression" during the Reagan adminis-
tration.
Linehan spoke first on the recent con-
troversies surrounding the National En-
dowment for the Arts. The NEA grants
money to artists and gatleries to create art
and present exhibitions.
A peer panel within the NEA makes the
decision on granting money.
"For the past year and a half the Nation-
al Endowment for the Arts has been under
attack. First from the Christian right and
subsequently from Congress," said Line-
han.
Linehan said that the NEA had given out
80.000 grants in its 25 year history and
had only encountered 15 serious contro-
versies as a result.
"This is not a bad track record," he said.
The current conflict revolves around a
Robert Mapplethorpe retrospective which
included photographs of "homo-eroti-
cism"and a crucifix submerged in a bucket
of urine.
Linehan said that the result was that the
decision on presenting grants was being
iaken away from the peer panels and giv-
en to bureaucrats.
He said the debate has had a "chilling
effect!' on the funding of controversial
material.
AlbOght spoke on the freedom of access
to information, specifically through the
United States library system.
"The United States is unique in the
number of libraries and tax-supported li-
braries so close to each individual," she
said.
Albright discussed the Federal Deposi-
tory system under which many govern-
ment documents are sent at no charge to
libraries around the country.
The-system was created by the Office of
Management and Budget, Albright said,
who decided that an "informed public was
in the hest interest of the U.S.':
Fogler Library is designated a "full de-
pository library" and as such has received
more than 1.5 million items under the
program.
"The program has been very successful,
but it has cost the government a consid-
erable amount of money," Albright said.
"But the price, we feel, has been worth-
while."
IN SEARCH OF
ADERSHIP
THE FOuRTH ANNUAL
S7•1 'DENT LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1990
Students — are you looking for an opportunity
for leadership development and recieving
feedback on personal leadership skills?
If so, twenty-five spaces may be available to
.those individuals who are willing to make a
commitment to this conference which
includes small group exercises and a keynote
address by Rosalyn Taylor O'Neale, noted
speaker and management specialist.
If you have an interest Or Avould like Imre.
information about this exciting annual
conference, please call the Center for Shident-
Services at 5814406
Albright said that the OMB, under Re- rians and the public obtained invaluable
agan, decided that it was in the govern- insights" into the government's actions in
ment's best interest to produce less paper. the recent past.
"More and more information now," she Schonberger sighted such examples as
said, "is being done on word processors or "the FBI assault on Martin Luther King"
transferred to tape." and "the CIA's involvement in Guate-
"That information the Office of Man- mala."
agement and Budget maintains, is lot "The usefulness of the FOIA for histor-
going to be available to libraries," Al- ical research since 1982 has been greatly
bright said. diminished," he said.
The end result, she said, is that some Schonberger said that FOIA requests
information which citizens may want will are processed much slower than in the
be harder to get in the future. past.
Schonberger discussed the impact of the "What is released is heavily sanitiz,ed,"
Freedom of Information Act, and the he said. "'The whole process is being
changes in it, on the field of history re- subverted bureaucratically." _
search. Schonberger blamed the Reagan ad-
The act was passed in 1966 to "empower ministration for these changes and claimed
individuals to hold government account- that the historical record is being distorted
able." Under the act, citizens could re- as a result.
quest access to secret and top- secret gov- "It makes it difficult for historians to
ernment documents. figure out what is going on," he said.
"As a result," Schonberger said, "histo-
Discovery in excellent condition
Associated Press
By Lee Siegel
EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE, Calif.
(AP) - Ulysses started firing its thrusters
Thursday to point its main antenna toward
Earth, and the shuttle that launched the
space probe was in fine shape after a 1.7-
million-mile flight, NASA said.
The space agency, meanwhile, formed a
team to investigate why the shuttle Dis-
covery lifted off Saturday with incorrect
tructions for how it should operate
some of its computer programs, said shut-
tle project engineer Chris Fairey.
Discovery landed early Wednesday af-
ter sending Ulysses on a five-year, 1.86-
billion-mile journey to study the sun's
poles.
"The vehicle is in. excellent cohdition,"
said the shuttle processing manager. -
He said only 10 to 15 of Discovery's
heat-shield tiles need to be replaced.
Debris that hit the shuttle during its launch
• and landing caused 13 'dings' larger than
one inch, and about 50 smaller ones.
Lifestvk Pmoposals for Fall 1991
Wanted 'side-nee Halls
Do you have any ideas for new or
• different living arrangements?
Do you want to create a new
' and innovative ,environment?
We
Nva.nt your
suggestions and ideas!
Perhaps a non-smoking section, an int( •;?:Itiona! floor
a section for computer buffs. a !ar,gu,A4 secl:
a floor for sorority members, etc. etc.
All members of the university community-students, faculty,
professionals and ,.:_issified staff are encouraged
to. subft. 7 tsuggestions.
Send your proposals to iLirbaia Smith, Assistant Director,
Residential Life, 101 Wells Commons or call Barbara Smith, 4702
To get more in l-i,nation or assistance in developing your
proposals.. Pror iissfrMi be reviewed by the Residential Life
Advisory Committee by December 1, 1990.
•
„•••
The Maine Campus, October 12-14, 1990
Do you !..?c ici:e rt4 1. i t problem on this campus?
101 kit r'Q
( 4 ; 11/
Yes, however, I think
date rape is the big
issue mpus.
Yes, I, fortunately I
feel 'red up to
. fear.
1)rottiti
Yes. You di
about it
pcopit don "t
I usre
it does exist and
therefore, it is a
problem.
flitnt)S teN
Jason Hoyt,
Sophomore
Yes. Its somethins,
that goes on behincd
closed doors -- you
don't really here
about it, especially
date rape.
Tricia Whitt,
First-year
I haven't really
heard much about
rape on campus
except for the
literature that is
handed out
Michelle Lake,
First-year
I haven't heard of
any incidents of rape
on campus, but the
literature creates an
idea that there is a
problem. Kind of
scary.
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